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Abstract

A new damping-identification method for the simultaneous identification of Coulomb and viscous
damping effects from free-vibration acceleration decrements in a damped linear single degree-of-freedom
(dof) mass-spring system is presented. In deriving the algorithms, the governing differential equations are
solved to come up with two schemes separately suitable for viscous and dry-friction damping estimations.
Numerical study of a combined-damping system demonstrates a perfect match between the estimated
values and the simulation parameters. The method is also applied to an experimental system. Experimental
estimates obtained from the proposed method are compared to those obtained using other identification
schemes to illustrate the effectiveness and reliability of the new method.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

At times the amount of damping in a given system is not known and must be determined
experimentally. When considering the case in which damping is viscous and the system is
underdamped, viscous damping will cause the vibration to decay exponentially, where the
exponent is a linear function of the damping factor z: The logarithmic decrement method,
originally proposed by Helmhotz [1] and later on introduced by Lord Rayleigh [2], can be adopted
to determine the amount of viscous damping experimentally. The method postulates that the
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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difference in the logarithms of successive excursions is nearly constant. When dealing with a
vibration system having a mass and spring with Coulomb friction, Lorenz [3] first noticed that the
successive extreme excursions in the system decreases at a constant rate. From this property, one
can extract Coulomb friction from the constant decrement of a harmonic oscillator with constant
frictional damping.

Nevertheless, many machines and structures have both sources of damping. To deal with such cases,
Jacobsen and Ayre [4] developed an approximate scheme to estimate both parameters from free-
vibration decrements and found that the viscous friction dominates in the large-amplitude responses,
whereas Coulomb friction dominates in the small-amplitude oscillations. Watari [5] proposed an exact
estimation scheme, which went unnoticed beyond the Japanese-speaking community until it was
recently re-derived in Ref. [6] and applied to an industrial linear-bearing system in Ref. [7].

This study bases on Ref. [6] and proposes a damping-identification method using the
acceleration decrements. The method is especially suitable for the cases in which displacement
measurements are unfeasible, but acceleration measurements are available, for example with
accelerometers. In addition, systems with solely viscous damping or dry friction can be treated as
special cases of this study.

Many real systems may exhibit frictional characteristics other than ‘‘viscous plus Coulomb’’
model. These friction characteristics may include those pertaining to contact compliance [8–11],
unsteady friction–velocity relationship such as Stribeck friction [12,13], state-variable friction
[14,15], and the LuGre dynamic friction model [9,16]. The method developed here does not
attempt to account for these dynamical behaviors.
2. Free vibration with Coulomb and viscous damping

This paper considers a mass–spring–dashpot system with a dry-friction contact, for which,
based on Newton’s second law, the equation of motion is

m €x þ c _x þ kx þ f ð _xÞ ¼ 0; (1)
Fig. 1. A schematic diagram depicting the displacement and acceleration responses of the frictional oscillator.
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where x is the displacement of the mass from the unstretched position. m, c, and k are the
mass, viscous-damping coefficient, and stiffness, respectively. The dry friction has the form
f ð _xÞ ¼ f k sgnð _xÞ; _xa0; and �f spf ð0Þpf s: One can loosely refer to f ð _xÞ as Coulomb friction [6].

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram depicting the free-vibration displacement and acceleration
responses of a single degree-of-freedom (dof) vibration system. Referring to Fig. 1 and assuming
that the system starts with xðt0Þ ¼ X 04xs (here, xs ¼ f s=k), and _xðt0Þ ¼ 0; then the motion
proceeds with _xo0: The response of the system has the following form [6]:

xðtÞ ¼ ðX 0 � xkÞe
�zonðt�t0Þðcos odðt � t0Þ þ b sin odðt � t0ÞÞ þ xk; (2)

where on ¼ k=m; 2zon ¼ c=m; xk ¼ f k=k; od ¼ on

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2

p
; and b ¼ z=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2

p
: In addition, the

acceleration response corresponding to the same interval is

€xðtÞ ¼
onffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2

p ðX 0 � xkÞe
�zonðt�t0Þ zon sin odðt � t0Þ � od cos odðt � t0Þ

� �
: (3)

Eqs. (2) and (3) are valid until _x ¼ 0; at which time t ¼ t1 ¼ t0 þ p=od ; X 1 ¼ xðt1Þ ¼ �e�bp

X 0 þ ð1 þ e�bpÞxk and €xðt�1 Þ ¼ o2
nðX 0 � xkÞe

�bp:
If X 1o� xs; then the mass will reverse direction and continue sliding with _x40: The

displacement and acceleration corresponding to this interval are [6]

xðtÞ ¼ ðX 1 þ xkÞe
�zonðt�t1Þfcos odðt � t1Þ þ b sin od ðt � t1Þg � xk (4)

and

€xðtÞ ¼
�onffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � z2

p ðX 1 þ xkÞe
�zonðt�t1Þ �zon sin od ðt � t1Þ þ od cos odðt � t1Þ

� �
: (5)

Thus, at t ¼ tþ1 ; €xðt
þ
1 Þ ¼ �o2

nðX 1 þ xkÞ according to Eq. (5). Eqs. (4) and (5) are valid until _x ¼ 0
again, at which time t ¼ t2 ¼ t1 þ p=od ; X 2 ¼ xðt2Þ ¼ �e�bpX 1 � ð1 þ e�bpÞxk and €xðt�2 Þ ¼
o2

nðX 1 þ xkÞe
�bp: If X 24xs; motion will continue.

This process can be iterated until �xspX npxs; at which time the motion stops. The iterated
process leads to a recursive relation for the successive displacement peaks and valleys in the
oscillatory response [6,7]:

X i ¼ �e�bpX i�1 þ ð�1Þi�1
ðe�bp þ 1Þxk; i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n: (6)

From the evolution of decaying displacement peaks and valleys presented in Eq. (6), one can
isolate the viscous effect. Then, the following two identification equations based on displacement
decrements can be achieved [6,7]:

ðX iþ1 þ X iÞ=ðX i þ X i�1Þ ¼ �e�bp; (7)

ðX iþ1 � X i�1Þ=ðX i � X i�2Þ ¼ �e�bp: (8)

In Ref. [6], an identification scheme was proposed which applies either Eqs. (7) or (8), depending
on the data features, for the determination of the viscous-damping parameter, b; and then extract
the Coulomb effect from Eq. (6) together with the knowledge of b: This identification process was
denoted as the displacement-decrement method for the combined-damped system.

The iteration process also gives rise to the following expressions of acceleration magnitudes.
These acceleration magnitudes can be quantified at the instants ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘after’’ each
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individual jump, i.e.,

€xðt�j Þ ¼ o2
nðX j�1 � xkÞe

�bp;

€xðtþj Þ ¼ �o2
nðX j þ xkÞ; j is odd ð9Þ

and

€xðt�j Þ ¼ o2
nðX j�1 þ xkÞe

�bp;

€xðtþj Þ ¼ o2
nðxk � X jÞ; j is even: ð10Þ

If one works with the acceleration expressions presented in Eqs. (9) and (10) together with the
recursive relationships developed in Eqs. (6)–(8), one can come up with the following
identification equations:

€xðt�j Þ � €xðtþj Þ ¼ 2ð�1Þjþ1o2
nxk; (11)

€xðt�jþ2Þ � €xðt�j Þ

€xðt�jþ1Þ � €xðt�j�1Þ
¼ �e�bp; (12)

€xðtþj Þ þ €xðtþjþ1Þ

€xðtþj�1Þ þ €xðtþj Þ
¼ �e�bp: (13)

Evidently, if the system’s natural frequency is known, Eq. (11) can be adopted to estimate the
dry-friction parameter, xk; by using a single-acceleration jump. In contrast, the viscous-damping
parameter, b; can be estimated from ratios of acceleration differences as depicted in Eqs. (12) and
(13). There are two kinds of acceleration differences involved in Eqs. (12) and (13). One of them
measures the differences between the acceleration magnitudes at instants before every other
acceleration jump, namely ‘‘ €xðt�jþ2Þ � €xðt�j Þ’’ or ‘‘ €xðt�jþ1Þ � €xðt�j�1Þ’’, whereas another one measures
the difference between magnitudes corresponding to instants immediately after successive
acceleration jumps, i.e., ‘‘ €xðtþj Þ þ €xðtþjþ1Þ’’ or ‘‘ €xðtþj�1Þ þ €xðtþj Þ’’. All of these expressions denote
acceleration differences although two of them actually involve a ‘‘plus’’ sign. Finally, either
Eq. (12) or (13) can be applied to estimate b:

As described previously, to implement the displacement-decrement method proposed in
Refs. [6,7], either Eq. (7) or (8) can be utilized for the determination of the viscous-damping
parameter b (and z). Then the dry-friction parameter xk is extracted from Eq. (6) together with the
estimated value of z: As such, errors in the estimate of z could be propagated into the estimate of
xk: In the acceleration-decrement method, the z and xk estimations are identified from two
separate equations. Hence, damping quantities can be calculated simultaneously, and the accuracy
of one estimate will not affect that of another. Based on this, it is conceivable that the
acceleration-decrement method could be a better choice in comparison with the displacement-
decrement method if the estimating accuracy is of concern and the acceleration measurements are
accurate enough. In order to verify the reliability and effectiveness of the proposed identification
schemes, numerical simulations are carried out in the next section by assuming that only
acceleration signal is feasible.
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3. Numerical example

Note that many numerical studies on systems with damping to different degrees were
performed, the identification accuracy obtained were quite consistent. However, to simplify the
presentation, only one simulation example is elaborated below. In this numerical example, Eq. (1)
was integrated with the parameter values m ¼ 1:0; k ¼ 100:0; c ¼ 1:0; and f k ¼ 3:0: Based on
these values, on ¼ 10:0; z ¼ 0:05; and xk ¼ 0:03: The initial conditions in this example were
xð0Þ ¼ 1:0 and _xð0Þ ¼ 0: The damping of the system was intentionally chosen to be light enough to
acquire sufficiently many free oscillations. The numerical integration algorithm followed that of
Refs. [6,7], carefully accounting for the discontinuous switching in the friction. To do so, one
needed to check whether the velocity has changed sign, and iterating to precisely determine
the time of direction reversal. Similar algorithms were discussed in Refs. [17,18], and others in
Refs. [19,20].

Under these conditions, the simulated responses approximately went through four complete
periods of damped free oscillation prior to the occurrence of sticking. Based on the simulated data
and the identification schemes described in Eqs. (11)–(13), one can obtain accurate dry-friction
and viscous-damping estimates. For instance, the maximum inaccuracy of the dry-friction
estimation was about 1%, occurring at the first acceleration jump. The same inaccuracy decreased
to about 0.3% at the fifth acceleration jump. Thus, the accuracy of dry-friction damping
estimation was high, and it improved as the magnitudes of the acceleration response decreased. In
contrast, the accuracy of viscous-damping estimate seemed to be less sensitive to the locations of
the response. For example, the inaccuracy of viscous-damping estimate, whether calculated from
the first or last couple cycles of acceleration response, was about 0.1%. Compared with the dry-
friction estimation, the viscous-damping had a slightly better accuracy. This trend agreed with the
observations made previously in Refs. [6,7].

In order to understand whether the proposed idea works in a real system, the new identification
schemes is further examined on an experimental system in the next section. The damping source
engaged to this system is controllable. Therefore, the experimental system can be tuned to be a
viscous-, Coulomb-, or combined-damped system.
4. Experimental validations

4.1. The experimental system

The experimental system adopted in this study is basically the same as that of Ref. [6]. The only
difference is that in addition to the displacement-measurement device, here, an accelerometer
(PCB Model 393C) was used to measure the acceleration response. The accelerometer adopted
had a workable frequency range from 0.025 to 800Hz with a 5% transverse sensitivity. The
nominal sensitivity of the accelerometer was 1V/g with a resonant frequency of 3.5 kHz. Features
of this experimental system included that the mass, consisting mainly of the accelerometer’s mass,
glided in an air track. An eddy-current damper was employed to provide a nearly linear damping
characteristic. The amount of the viscous damping applied to the system was adjustable. Finally, a
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dry-friction contact was created by packing paper between the electromagnets and the steel flange
of the eddy-current damper. Details regarding this experimental system can be found in Ref. [6].

Despite the assumption of the unfeasibility of displacement measurement made in the previous
section, both the displacement and acceleration decrements would be measured in the
experimental study to crosscheck the identification results acquired using the proposed method.
Additionally, while only typical experimental cases are presented in this study, many other
experiments and identifications were carried out, and the results, especially the identification
accuracy, are quite consistent with what will be presented below.

4.2. The isolated damping cases

To provide some basis of evaluating the identification results, the isolated effects of each type of
damping were first estimated. Among which, the viscous-damping ratio z could be determined by
using the logarithmic decrement method while removing the dry-friction contact. Similarly, the
dry-friction effect, xk; could be estimated when the eddy-current damper was switched off. To that
end, Fig. 2 illustrates the free-vibration responses with viscous-damping acting alone, while Fig. 3
demonstrates the case where dry friction is the only active damping source.

In Figs. 2 and 3, the initial conditions were generated by first displacing the sliding mass and
holding it still, then suddenly releasing it. The releasing action was taken with much precaution
to avoid the presence of any sources of disturbance. However, since it is difficult to release
the mass perfectly instantly, the possibility that the imperfect releasing might distort the response
in a slight-damping case cannot be completely excluded. Nonetheless, the responses presented in
Figs. 2 and 3 show that while slight distortion appears in the beginning of the signal, during the
rest of time, the mass seems to move nicely and freely. The estimation procedure is applicable to a
single dof from velocity reversal to velocity reversal. Once a velocity reversal takes place, the
Fig. 2. The free response with eddy-current damping alone (dry friction removed) depicts a logarithmic decrement.
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subsequent motion is suitable for the procedure, regardless of the initial conditions prior to the
first velocity reversal as long as they are sufficient to produce several periods of oscillation. To
that end, in the proceeding investigations, only the first period of data will be discarded.

From Fig. 2, a cumulative logarithmic decrement was applied to the first 15 periods of data.
The first period of data was discarded because it might be involved in imperfect releasing.
Therefore, the data fed to the identification process started from the second period. Here, the
cumulative logarithmic-decrement scheme, determining the system damping from the amplitude
ratio of the first to fifteenth peak (or valley), has a beneficial averaging effect. As a consequence,
the z estimate for the peak decrement was 0.0298, whereas the estimate for the valley decrement
was 0.0297. The averaged estimate of z obtained for the whole set of data was 0.0298. This value
will be denoted as zref hereafter.

Next, the constant decrement criterion was applied to extract dry-friction information from
Fig. 3. The data presented in Fig. 3 was measured when the dry-friction contact was engaged and
the eddy-current damper was switched off. Similar to the isolated viscous-damping case, a
cumulative decrement scheme was applied to the data shown in Fig. 3. Also, to avoid the
imperfect releasing effects, the first period of data was discarded. There were three individual tests
involved in Fig. 3, and two dry-friction estimates could be identified from each test. These
estimates were calculated from the decrements of peak and valley, respectively. Hence, totally, six
dry-friction estimates were calculated from Fig. 3. The resultant xk estimates were 0.1471, 0.1461,
0.1454, 0.1450, and 0.1454. It can be seen that these estimates were consistent, with a standard
deviation equal to 1%. The averaged value of xk was equal to 0.1456, which will be denoted as
xkref :

Note that both xkref and zref will be used as references to evaluate whether the proposed
acceleration decrement method works effectively. Additionally, based on the identification
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process described above, it was found that when cumulative decrement schemes were applied, the
estimates of both xk and z were quite consistent. In the next section, the proposed acceleration-
decrement method will be applied to a set of combined-damping data obtained from a real system.
Then, the identified results are crosschecked using the displacement-decrement method to show
the reliability of the proposed method.

4.3. The acceleration decrement identifications

To validate the proposed acceleration decrement method, tests involving both viscous and dry-
friction damping were conducted. During the combined-damping tests, the amounts of damping
applied to the system were kept to be the same as those individually applied to the isolated-
damping tests. Many tests were conducted while some typical free responses including the
acceleration and displacement measurements are presented in Fig. 4. There were five different
tests involved in Fig. 4 which would be examined when the acceleration-decrement method was
validated. In each of these five tests, at least three effective cycles of data are present.

According to the proposed schemes, the identification process would ask for magnitudes
corresponding to instants immediately before and after each acceleration jump, i.e., €xðt�j Þ and
€xðtþj Þ: However, due to the accelerometer’s sensitivity, the acceleration measurements were
concealed by some high-frequency noise which made the determinations of €xðtþj Þ and €xðt�j Þ
difficult. To overcome this, a five-point moving average process was applied to the acceleration
signal. The moving average process, qualitatively equivalent to a low-passed filter, could
Fig. 4. The free-vibration displacement (upper plot) and acceleration (lower plot) decrements of the experimental

system with both eddy-current and dry damping enaged.
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smoothen the fluctuation associated with the acceleration signal. Thus, Fig. 5 presents the original
and smoothened acceleration signals in which a satisfactory smoothening effect achieved at
the vicinity of abrupt acceleration change can easily be seen. Note that the effects induced by the
smoothening process on the identification results are difficult to be figured out. However, it can be
observed from Fig. 5 that the smoothen process can help one to quickly locate the time instants at
which the abrupt acceleration jumps occur. Meanwhile, the high accuracy of the damping
estimate obtained using the smoothen data, which will be shown later, more or less implies that
the smoothen process does not harm the identification process greatly.

Hence, the identification schemes listed in Eqs. (11)–(13) were applied to estimate the damping
parameters using the smoothened acceleration signal. There were five individual tests involved in
Fig. 4, and each test contained at least three complete cycles of responses. The natural frequency
of the real vibratory system was estimated to be 30.90 rad/s, which would be needed in calculating
the dry-friction estimates. Again, to avoid transient effects, one should neglect the first period of
data of each test. To identify the dry-friction parameter, xk; Eq. (11) was applied to each
acceleration jump (except those pertained to initial conditions) of Fig. 4. Next, a single averaged
value, x̂k; was calculated for each test. Therefore, totally five different x̂k estimates were come up
with from Fig. 4, which are presented in Table 1. In Table 1, the hatted quantities indicate the
estimates obtained using the acceleration-decrement method, whereas the asterisked quantities
denote the results obtained from the displacement-decrement method that will be addressed later.
The x̂k values listed in Table 1 are consistent, with an average equal to 0.152 (denoted as x̂kavg)
and a standard deviation of 1.14%. Furthermore, this averaged value is close to the reference one
that obtained from the isolated-damping test, i.e. xkref ¼ 0:1456: The error of x̂kavg based on the
reference value, xkref ; is 5.1%.
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Table 1

Experimental estimates of damping parameters

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Average

values

Reference

values

Standard

deviations

(%)

Error (%)

x̂k 0.153 0.151 0.152 0.155 0.150 0.152 0.1456 1.14 5.1

ẑ 0.0301 0.0324 0.0315 0.0324 0.0337 0.0320 0.0298 3.72 7.5

xn
k 0.180 0.166 0.131 0.164 0.161 0.160 0.1456 10.1 10.2

zn 0.0316 0.0320 0.0317 0.0284 0.0298 0.0307 0.0298 4.51 3.0

Quantities with ‘‘hat’’ and ‘‘asterisk’’ correspond to estimates under combined damping obtained from the acceleration-

and displacement-decrement methods, respectively. The reference quantities correspond to estimates under a single

damping source.
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On the other hand, in order to estimate z; one could use either Eq. (12) or (13). Here, we applied
both, therefore, eight different z estimates were calculated for each test shown in Fig. 4. Again, the
smoothened data were adopted. Next, one single averaged value of z; denoted as ẑ; was
determined from these estimates. As in the dry-friction case, ẑ values are presented in Table 1. The
ẑ values presented in Table 1 are also consistent, with a standard deviation of 3.72%. Finally, an
averaged value of ẑ; denoted as ẑavg; was obtained which was equal to 0.0320. This value is close to
the reference value zref (=0.0298), and the error of ẑavg; based on zref ; is 7.5%, slightly larger than
that of x̂kavg: The trend that the xk estimate is more accurate than the z estimate differs from
observations made in the numerical study performed in this study and in other experimental
studies conducted previously Refs. [6,7,17]. Nonetheless, based on the identifications conducted, it
was found that while both the viscous and dry-friction damping seem to be overestimated, the
inaccuracy are tolerable.

In order to crosscheck the identification results obtained using the newly proposed method, the
displacement-decrement method was applied to the same set of data. The estimates obtained from
the displacement-decrement method were denoted as xn

k and zn in Table 1. Similar to the
acceleration-decrement case, many estimates were averaged to produce five individual
identifications for each test shown in Fig. 4. These results were then averaged again to determine
the final estimate for the whole set of data. To that end, znavg=0.0307 with a standard deviation of
4.51%, whereas xn

kavg=0.160 with a standard deviation of 10.1%, representing the final
estimations corresponding to the whole set of data obtained from the displacement-decrement
method. These data are also listed in Table 1. It can be found that both znavg and xn

kavg are reliably
close to the reference values (zref ;xkref ) with the error of znavg equal to 3.0% while the error of xn

kavg

equal to 10.2%. Here, the estimate of viscous damping is more accurate than that of the dry
friction. Additionally, znavg and xn

kavg agree well with ẑavg and x̂kavg: The error of viscous and dry-
friction types of damping between the acceleration- and displacement-decrement method are
below 5.0%.

Unlike the acceleration-decrement case, the displacement-decrement method estimates xk in
accordance with the extracted knowledge of z: Therefore, the errors of z estimates could be
propagated into those of xk estimates. This might be the reason that the error of xn

kavg based on
the reference value is higher than that of znavg:
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Thus, it has been shown that the results estimated from the acceleration-decrement method are
reliably close to those obtained from the isolated cases and the displacement-decrement approach.
Meanwhile, both the displacement- and acceleration-decrement method have been proved to be
effective in identifying the combined-damping effects from the experimental data. How to choose
a more appropriate method from these two might depend on the characteristics of the system and
the feasibility of the measuring devices.

Finally, to evaluate the overall quality of the identification obtained from the acceleration-
decrement method of the present damping parameters, the identified mass–spring system was
simulated. Fig. 6 illustrates a comparison between the experimental free responses with combined
damping and the simulated responses with damping parameters obtained from the proposed
method. To simulate, Eq. (1) was numerically integrated with the following parameter values:
m=2.42 kg, k=2310N/m, ĉ=4.79Ns/m (ẑavg=0.0320), f̂ k=0.351N (x̂kavg=0.152). The fre-
quency of oscillation was 30.90 rad/s. Note that to plot the data correctly, the phase angle between
displacement and acceleration sensors need to be accounted for [21]. In this study, the phase angle,
leading by accelerometer, was about 0.216 rad.

The comparison is visually quite good. This is true for both the displacement and acceleration
signals. In fact, satisfactory results could also be achieved when the estimated damping
parameters corresponding to the displacement-decrement method were employed. Thus, an
interpretation might be that, in this case, the Coulomb plus viscous model with the estimated
Fig. 6. The solid line shows free-vibration displacement and acceleration responses of the experimental system with

both eddy-current and dry damping engaged. Superimposed is a dotted line representing numerical simulation which

incorporated the averaged damping parameters obtained from the acceleration-decrement method.
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damping parameters fit the experimental system well with regard to its physical damping
mechanism. One can still speculate the sources of error though. For example, there might be error
pertaining to the assumption of constant sliding friction. In fact, many friction models
incorporate velocity dependence. There may also be some variation in the normal load, which can
cause error in dry-friction estimation.
5. Conclusions

This study proposes new damping-identification schemes, which are capable of extracting
damping information from free acceleration decrements of a linear single dof vibratory system.
The analytical derivations, numerical verifications and experimental validations are all included.
Separate identification equations suitable for the viscous and dry-friction damping estimation are
provided. According to the identification algorithms, the inaccuracy occurred in one type of
damping will not affect that of another. Numerical verifications illustrate that the damping
estimates can be very accurate provided the resolutions of acceleration measurement are high. In
the experimental validations, the results obtained from the proposed method are compared with
those obtained from the isolated-damping tests and the displacement-decrement method to show
the effectiveness and reliability of the new method. It is found that the new method provides
reliable estimates without discriminating the type of damping. The displacement-decrement
method extracts damping estimates, which agree well with the result obtained from the
new method. To solve the problem caused by the irregularity of the raw acceleration signal, a
five-point moving average process is taken to smoothen the data.
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